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Observation 11	
Results show that as humans devise systems that are ever-larger in scope, complexness and 12	
dynamics the likelihood of system Fitness for Purpose declines, usually more than linearly. 13	
Unacceptable.  14	
 15	
When a system of interest is composed of several constituent systems interoperating, also called 16	
System of Systems, the shortfall in Fit For Purpose is even greater as is the interference on Fit 17	
For Purpose of any or all constituent systems. (Unacceptable)**2. 18	

Orientation 19	
Apology:	I	am	sure	this	will	be	confusing	and	conflicting.	It	simply	introduces	a	spectrum	20	
of	terms	used	in	SE	literature	in	order	to	convince	you	of	how	much	and	what	kinds	of	ontic	21	
help	we	need.	22	
	23	
A system is built for the effect(s) intended on system context.  24	

 25	
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Context consists of a) stakeholders, b) their perceived, problematic situation for which they want 26	
a problem suppression system and c) the resources and services (including competencies of the 27	
system realization and user staff) that will be available to realize and sustain the problem 28	
suppression 29	
The Field of Discourse includes the stakeholders’ problematic situation and underlying problem 30	
system, PS, which forms the context for the problem suppression system, PSS.  31	
 32	
Although more than 80 kinds of systems have been noted by Francois (1997) in his International 33	
Encyclopedia of Systems and Cybernetics, K.G.Saur, Munich, we will think in threes as advised 34	
by the late Prof. Richard Evans, George Mason University. We will consider deterministic, 35	
probabilistic and non-deterministic systems. This approach does not lose generality because all 36	
other kinds of systems can be elaborated from these three. 37	
 38	
System 1: There are several hundred classes and types of problem systems, PS’s in the Field of 39	
Discourse. Examples are:  40	

a) government (Department of Defense, Federal Aviation Administration, Department of 41	
Homeland Security, etc.),  42	

b) industry (supply chains, knowledge chains, and mass customization),  43	
c) municipalities (cities that learn while serving) and  44	
d) human activity systems (such as first responders and system engineering projects) and 45	

other domains.  46	
 47	
An analysis of isomorphs across them may reveal a vocabulary of approximately 2500 terms. 48	
Management literature in the 1980’s showed that repertoire of most managers was approximately 49	
2500 terms (including many 4-letter ones). 50	
 51	
Stakeholders engage systemists to devise a system that suppresses a problematic situation in the 52	
stakeholder context.  53	

 54	
Systemists identify the extent, variety and ambiguity of the underlying problem system (which 55	
may be different than what the stakeholders presumed). Also, Systemists identify the program of 56	
impediments to successful systems that must be overcome by a problem suppression system, 57	
PSS. Further, systemists typically discover aberrations among the stakeholders that must be 58	
harmonized or neutralized by the PSS. 59	
  60	
System 2: A PSS is Fit For Purpose IFF three aspects are simultaneously acceptable to all 61	
responsible and affected parties:  62	

1. Quality:  63	
a) Accuracy and dynamics for intended Effects;  64	
b) When and While Needed, and  65	
c) Do No Harm; 66	

2. Parsimony: No less expensive alternative from life cycle perspective;  67	
3. Synergy;  68	

a) User trusted (proactive),  69	
b) SoS interoperability, and  70	
c) Just Enough Agility,  71	
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 72	
System 3: A PSS contains and harmonizes  73	

a) the system that prepares the operations and maintenance staff,  74	
b) the production system,  75	
c) the deployed mission effects system,  76	
d) the system that ensures operational availability ‘when and where needed’ and  77	
e) the system that achieves graceful evolution of the PSS components, relationships and 78	

content.  79	
 80	

A PSS consists of one or more instances of a core system, e.g., Koestler’s holon, along with 81	
other purpose-driven functions and features. These may be considered system classes 82	
(endogenous properties) and system types (exogenous characteristics) specific to context and 83	
purpose. 84	
 85	
System 4:  86	
A PSS is initialized by a sociotechnical system typically called a system engineering project, 87	
SEP. However there is much more to initializing a PSS than engineering. Specifically, because 88	
system engineering is a human endeavor, important factors are the synergy of knowledge 89	
(especially semiotics), enthusiasm, and interpersonal style, c.f., www.starkermann.com Amity 90	
and Enmity.  91	
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A	Solu'on	is	Found	at	the	Nexus	of	Tensions	
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 95	
System 5: Pathology and Pathogens:  96	

Enterprise	E*ology	
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 98	
Sociotechnical systems make mistakes of omission and commission in high Extent, Variety and 99	
Ambiguity situations. One kind of mistakes is human presumptions of Knowing, Not Knowing 100	
and Mis-knowing.  Another kind of mistakes concerns resilience or lack thereof to cyber attacks 101	
and cyberaccidents. The cyber aspect includes data (operands) and executable code (operators). 102	
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Cyber security must protect both.  Ideally creating fault-free systems else how to quickly cope 103	
with the pathogens that arise, meanwhile preventing unrecoverable data loss. 104	
 105	
System 6: Graceful Evolution: The SEP must initialize a PSS that sustains Fit For Purpose 106	
throughout its operational life. This may entail a PSS that interoperates with a) predictable 107	
problem system, b) a probable problem system with known limits or c) non-deterministic 108	
situations.  Non-deterministic situations demand an autonomous PSS that can assure win or draw 109	
but Not lose.  110	
 111	
Each system may evolve by Adjusting gradients on its relationships, Arranging new patterns of 112	
relationships or Co-aligning system content with changes its context system(s).  113	
 114	
Graceful evolution demands the conservation of; 115	

a) Thermodynamics: mass, momentum, energy? 116	
b) Informatics: data, information, knowledge?  117	
c) Biomatics: action, pace, repurposing? 118	
d) Teleonomics: skills, rate of learning, rate of invention?  119	
e) Human social dynamics: trust, enthusiasm, co-evolution? 120	
f) Economics: investment, ROI, liquidity?  121	
g) Ecologics: waste, durability, obsolescence? 122	

 123	
System 7:  124	

Autonomy	Levels	
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“Physician,	Heal	Thyself”	

 125	
 126	
Every system is limited by the capability of its components. The key here is the ‘SEP that learns’ 127	
also called agile. However, agile, like potential energy, only enables but does not cause useful 128	
change. Change is caused by kinetic energy. In every SEP is an expenditure of energy by each 129	
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participant toward their personal best. The pace of growth is determined by adherence to 130	
conservation laws such as (not yet vetted): 131	

Each	Member	A	Reflec.ve	Prac..oner	
•  Four	ascending	levels	of	behavior:			

1.	Know	how.		
2.	Reflec.on	--	on	how	'know	how'	was	applied.			
3.	Knowing-in-ac.on		(devising	while	doing)		
4. 	Reflec.on-in-ac.on.	

•  A	Reflec.ve	Prac..oner	has	two	kinds	of	knowing:	
Objec.vist	–	descrip.ve,	+	Construc.vist	–	prescrip.ve	-	world	
making		

•  and	two	kind	of	thinking:		
Janusian	+	Hegelian	

•  Designing	cannot	be	taught	--	but	can	be	coached	
	Designing:	knowledge-in-ac.on,	holis.c,	honors	unspecified	
(unspecifiable?)	design	quali.es	(aesthe.cs)	

•  Methods	of	Coaching	The	Reflec.ve	Prac..oner	
– Joint	experimenta.on,	Follow		Me!,	Hall	of	Mirrors	

c.f.,	Educa.ng	the	Reflec.ve	Prac..oner,	Donald	Schon,	Jossey	Bass,	1987	
ONTOSIA Confidential 11  132	

 133	
System 8: A SE Project system interoperates with a Project Management system to various 134	
degrees of synergy. 135	

Decision 136	
An	‘Ontology	for	Systemists’	Project:	There	are	several	working	groups	addressing	137	
system	ontology	today	but	are	not	in	dialog..	A	joint	action	(dialog,	experimentation,	138	
demonstration)	is	necessary	and	highly	valuable	to	get	these	unacceptable	situations	139	
cleared	up.		INCOSE,	NIST,	or	an	industry	association	should	take	the	lead..	140	
	141	
Sowa’s	Clue:	Taking	a	clue	from	John	Sowa’s	‘diamond	diagram’	not	that	he	meant	it	this	142	
way,		143	
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John	Sowa’s	on+c	structure	
	144	

	145	
I	suggest	that	each	system	concept	must	be	described	from	the	perspectives	of:	146	
Continuant:	(potential)	147	
1.	Object,		148	
3.	Schema,		149	
5.	Juncture,		150	
7.	Description,		151	
9.	Structure,		152	
11.	Reason	153	
Occurant:	(kinetic)	154	
2.	Process,		155	
4.	Script,		156	
6.	Participation,		157	
8.	History,		158	
10.	Situation,		159	
12.	Purpose.	160	

Action 161	
Critique or contribute to this track. 162	
 163	
Make the several groups already pursuing system-related ontologies aware of the Ontolog 164	
Summit 2018. 165	
 166	
Seek co-leadership by INCOSE and other system oriented professional societies and industry 167	
associations.   <end> 168	


